
APPLICATIONS OF THE RAYLEIGH RITZ METHOD

TO VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS

J. INDRITZ

Introduction, Let R be a bounded either simply or multiply con-
nected plane region with boundary Γ, consisting of a finite number of
non-intersecting simply closed regular arcs of class ck. A plane curve
is a regular arc if the defining functions x(t), y(t), a<Lt<jb have con-
tinuous derivatives with x'(t)2-h y'(tf^?O on a<t<b. A regular arc is
of class ck if the defining functions x(s), y(s), s being arc length, have
continuous derivatives of order k. We shall say a function h(x, y)
defined on R=R±Γ is of class ck if the partial derivatives of h of
order r, 0<r<k exist in R and have limits on Γ so as to define func-
tions continuous on R. Let g(x, y) be a given function of class ck on
R. The main problem considered is that of finding the function ψQ

which yields minimum value to the functional

>l + cψz + 2fψ)dxdy

defined over the admissible class of functions ψ which are of class ck

on R and assume the values of g on Γ.
We shall assume a(x, 2/)>0, b(x, 2/)>0, c(x, y)>0 on R α, δ, c

bounded and integrable in R f(x, y) integrable in R. In the sequel,
unless otherwise specified, integrations will be taken over R and the
symbol R omitted.

Let G(x, y) be of class ck on R, vanishing on Γ, positive in R,
with normal derivative dGjdv on Γ different from 0. We show that,
if &>:3, every admissible function ψ has a uniformly convergent ex-
pansion on R

CO

where ft are obtained by a Gram-Schmidt process from the functions
{Gxιyj} i,j=0, 1, 2, and b{ are generalized Fourier coefficients con-
nected with the quadratic functional
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766 J. INDRITZ

In fact, bi==D[(p-gf /«] where

An estimate of the error obtained by using for ψ only the first n
terms of the expansion is given in terms of n and k. Sufficient condi-
tions are obtained for the convergence of

to ψφ and an estimate is given for the rate of convergence.
In particular, if φ0 is an admissible function minimizing I[φ], then

the expansion

yields an explicit solution for ψQ, since the coefficients at are given, in
this case, by

which are independent of ψ0.
The problem of minimizing the functional I[ψ'\, with #=0 , has

been studied by Kryloff and Bogoliubov [4] and by Kantorovitch [2],
both obtaining estimates for convergence to ψ0 of functions obtainable
by the Rayleigh Ritz method. The first paper deals with convex
regions R, the second with regions R bounded by x=Q, x=l, y=g(x),
y=h(x); hΓ>g on 0<#<Ll. Neither obtains an explicit solution for ψa

nor studies the convergence of the derivatives.
In the final section of this paper, we assume the existence of a

function ψύ yielding minimum value, for p>l , to

dxdyy ψ^g on Γ

and obtain an estimate for the rate of convergence to ψQ of functions
obtained by the Rayleigh Ritz method.

§ 1. Preliminary Considerations. A variation v shall mean a func-
tion of class ck on R vanishing on Γ. Form the Hubert space H by
completing the linear manifold V of variations v using the positive
definite quadratic form D[y] as the square of the norm of a variation.
If heH, we represent the norm of h by hK If ξ and η are varia-
tions, the inner product will be

-D[ξ, η\.
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Let fι be any complete orthonormal set of variations in ίZ. If ψ is
admissible, then φ — g is a variation and thus expressible in H as

with bt=D[ψ-g, ft] .
If φ0 is an admissible function yielding a minimum value to I[φλ,

if λ is real, and v is a variation, then φo-hλv is admissible, and

v] +J (2/1; (

This implies that the coefficient of λ must vanish so that

ΨQ, v]= — \\fvdxdy

and

for every variation v .
The first relation shows that the Fourier coefficients of ψo—g,

are independent of φ0.
The second relation implies that if ψ is admissible,

Thus if

then

0=lim =lim

so that φw is a minimizing sequence.
Moreover,

is a minimum when 0^=^ implying that φn are chosen to yield mini-
mum value to I[φn]—I[φo} and hence to l[φn\ in the class of functions

Thus φw may be obtained by the Rayleigh Ritz process applied to the
functional I[φ].
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We will prove, in Theorem 1, that the class of functions {G P}
where P is a polynomial in x and y, is dense in H. This class is the
linear manifold determined by the set {GxίyJ}f a set linearly indepen-
dent in H. For, if

then D[v]=0 implies aίj=0 .
It follows that we can obtain an orthonormal set ft complete in H

by orthonormalizing the set {Gxly3}. Let

v2=Gxιy°, ih=-

Then

(Vu Vλ)

:

(Vn, Vi)

Vl (Vu V\)
1-1/2 -1/2

The function fn is of the form G Pn, where the degree of the
polynomial Pn is that of vnjG. If vn=Gxrys with r-f-s=A:, then

w is less than i/2n — 2.so that Jc2<Ck(k-\-l)<2n — 2 and the degree & of
Similarly A: is greater than τ/2w —2 .

§ 2. The Minimizing sequence. We shall use certain approxima-
tion theorems which can be derived by methods used by Mickelson [5]1.
To simplify the notation, let

X = \Xι, Xs) ,

1 For detailed proofs of Lemmas 1, 2 see J. Indritz "Applications of the Rayleigh Ritz
method to the solutions of partial differential equations" Ph. D. Thesis, U. of Minnesota,
1953.
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fr(x)

~~~ <*Ί )

The modulus of continuity for a function / defined over a closed set
A: — l<Xi<l ( ϊ = l , . . . , 8 ) is

for all points # ( 1 ), #°° in A with lί xσ) — # ( 2 ) || <<5. The uniform modulus
of continuity of a finite number of functions / Ί , ••-,./> is the largest of
the moduli of each ft for each δ.

LEMMA 1. Let F(θ) be a continuous periodic function of period 2π in
each θί and of class ck. Let ω(δ) be the uniform modulus of continuity
of the partial derivatives of F of order 1 to k for δ<πV s . Let j<k.
Then, corresponding to every set mu * ,m s of positive integers, there is
a trigonometric sum Tm of order at most mt in θt such that

— ) for
m J

where KΊ is a constant independent of F, s, m , .
If the partial derivatives of order 1 to k satisfy

/ s \

then

\Fr(θ) - TT\ <L K2(^t—-)k~J+l °^ r i + — + ?^<.7

where Kz is also a constant independent of F, s, TΠi.
If F is even in each θt separately, T contains only cosine terms.

LEMMA 2. Let f(x) be of class ck in the set A: —1<^<1 ( ΐ = l , ,s).
Let M be the maximum of the absolute values of the derivatives of order
1 to k, and Ω(δ) the uniform modulus of continuity of the derivatives
of order k. Let B denote a closed set interior to A. Let j<k. Then,
for every set of positive integers mί9 ,m8 with m^>k there is a poly-
nomial Pm of order at most m% in x% such that
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-i nil J ic=ι v wii

for x in B and 0<>H \-rs<Lj. Here K?J is a constant independent of
f and m. t.

If also, the k-th partial derivatives of f(x) satisfy a Lipschitz con-
dition with parameter λ, then, for x in B,

for 0<rx + .--f rs<j,

and where K± is a constant independent of f and m-,.

To apply the lemmas to a function defined over the region R, we
shall extend the domain of definition of the function. The ques-
tion arises whether the differentiability properties of the function are
maintained under the extension. The answer depends upon the pro-
perties of the boundary Γ of R. For example, Hirschfeld [1] has
shown that even a cusp in the complementary region may prevent cι

extension of a function of class c°° on a closed set through a continu-
ous boundary arc. Whitney [6] has given a different definition for a
function to be of class ck in a closed set A. If / is of Whitney class
ck in Ay then there exists an extension F to the whole plane E% which
is of class ck in the ordinary sense on E% and is analytic in E2 — A.
The derivatives of F of order <k coincide with those of / at any
interior point of A. Moreover Whitney [7] has shown the following :
Let (a) / be of class ck on R-\-Γ, where R is a region, Γ its bound-
ary, in the sense we have defined in the introduction, and (b) R have
the property " P", that any two points Pl9 P> in Ry whose linear
distance apart may be represented by Pι~P, , can be joined by a
rectifiable curve in R of length L, with LjW1 — P^l bounded uniformly
with respect to Px and Pz then / is also of Whitney class ck and thus
can be extended to E2 to be of class ck on E%.

For our purposes we assume R to be a bounded region with bound-
ary Γ consisting of a finite number of non-intersecting simply closed
regular arcs Γ.t and we will show R has property " P".

Choose, for each Γit a <Γ>0 such that no two tangents to Γ,ι on
any portion of arc length <^d make with each other an angle greater
than 5°. We may choose d independent of i and smaller than one-
fourth the distance between any two Γ4. Now fix i, and let Pu P.z

be points on Γi on a subarc of length <05. There is a point Q on that
subarc between Px and Pz such that the tangent line at Q is parallel
to the chord P{ P2. Set up an (x, y) coordinate system at Q, using the
tangent line as #-axis, the normal as j/-axis, and note that the subarc
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considered has an equation y=y(x) of class c1 in view of the implicit
function theorems. Let Pτ =(xu 2/1), P2 = (#2, y2), \\Pι~P21|= distance

between P1 and P2, ||/^ JPa | |=length of the subarc joining P1 to P2.

Then || P , - P 2

 !=|a?i —â l and \y'(x)\<,l so that

( 1 ) Γ Vl+r

i - P 2

Moreover, since tan5°<l/10, the mean value theorem shows that
sup \y(x)\^lP1-Pi\\]10.

We shall also use the well known property that if Γ.t is a regular
arc, there is an ωα>0 such that for any subarc joining points P3, P 4

on Γίf we have || P3 P41|/|| P3 — P4 |i< ωΎ. ω1 can be chosen independent
of i.

Now suppose Su S z are any two points interior to the region R.
If the segment SΊ S2 is interior to Ry we of course have || Si £21
/HSi — £2!| = 1 by using the segment as the arc. Otherwise, let Qx be
the first intersection of the directed line Sτ S2 with the boundary, say
with Γ1% Let Q\ be a point on S1Qι in R. Let Q2 be the first point of
intersection of the directed line S^Si with Γλ and Q\ a point in R on
AS2Q2 such that the open interval Q%Q\ is also in R. Note that Qλ and
Q2 may coincide. If Q\St is not in R, let Q3 be the first point of in-
tersection of the directed line QIS Z with the boundary, say with Γ2

and Ql in R and on QIQ3. Let Q4 be the first point of intersection of
the directed line S-zQl with Γ2 and Ql a point in R, on Q4S2, with the
open interval Q4Q1 in i?. Continuing in this way, after at most n
steps, we form a finite sequence of points Ql=Su Q\, Q\, >Q\mt Qlm+ι
=AS2 such that Qik-i and Q2k are on the same regular arc, and the lines
joining Q& to Q\k+ι, Λ=0, ,m are in R. If we can show there is an
α/>0, independent of the points, and arcs λλ in R joining consecutive

points Q) to Q)+1 such that \Q)Q)+1 \\<ω || Q) — Q)+1 \\, then we can attain
the desired results by addition. It suffices to show that Ql and Ql and

an arc λ joining Ql to Q\ and in R may be chosen so that || Ql Q2

<ω IIQΪ — Q2I. Suppose first that Q1 and Q2 coincide. A sufficiently
small circle with Qλ as center will have one of the arcs cut off by SιS2

entirely in R and we may choose Ql and Q\ as the intersections of
SτS2 with this circle. In this case

Otherwise, let L be the length of an arc on Γλ joining Qx to Qt,
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Divide this arc into N equal segments of length β^LjN where N is
sufficiently large so that /?<[<5. Draw circles of radius r=/?/i/2 about
each of the division points and the end points. We first show that
consecutive circles intersect. If Rλ and R2 are two consecutive centers,
(1) implies

so that

and the circles must intersect.
Moreover, since r>\\Rι—R2 ||/l/2 , the semi-length τ of the common

chord is

. _ / , _ || i O k f > WΛ-

whereas the arc joining Rx to R, has distance <]\Rι —-#211/10 from the
chord. Hence the arc lies entirely within the circles.

Now let Q\ be an intersection of SΊS2 with the circle whose center
is Qλ and Q\ an intersection of SΊ £2 with the circle whose center is QZf

the points being chosen to lie in R and have the desired properties.
Starting from Q\ we may proceed to Q\ via the circumferences of the
circles. The total length of the curve thus formed will be less than

V 2 N V x

and

IIQ1Q2II <- 4/τ L ^ 47r
II ^ J I — ^?2 II * u [I V^JI — v^2 II 1/ ^ί

This concludes the proof that R has property " P " .
We will be particularly interested in extending a function of the

form v(x, y)jG(x, y) where G(x, 2/)>0 in R, 3G/3v>0 on Γ, G=v=0 on
Γ1 and we seek differentiability conditions on v and G which insure
that v/G is of class ck on R+Γ. Here again the nature of the bound-
ary is of importance. The next two lemmas deal with this problem.
The letter P will refer to a point in R and Q to a point on Γ, the
boundary of R. By a neighborhood N(Q) in iϋ-4-Γ we will mean a set
of points S in R+Γ such that for some sufficiently small circle with
center at Q, every point of the circle which lies in R-hΓ also lies in
S.
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LEMMA 3. a) Let R be a region bounded by Γ} a finite number of clos-
ed Jordan curves, no two having a point in common. Let γ be a regu-
lar subarc of ί\ and Qo an interior point of γ. Let N be the normal
to γ at Qo Then there is a neighborhood N(QQ) in R + Γ such that
through each point P in RN(QQ), the line parallel to N cuts 7Ό=7Άf(Qo)
in one and only one point Q, PQ lies in N(QQ), and Q ranges over γd.

b) Let φ{x, y) be of class & in RN(Q0) and suppose ψ, ψx9 ψy have
continuous limits on γ0. Define (dψjds)(P) to be the derivative at Pe
RN(Qo) in the direction of the tangent at the corresponding point Q on γ0.
The derivative (dφjds)(P) has continuous limits on γ0 ivhich we will
denote by (dφ/ds)(Q).

If ψ = 0 on γ0, then (dψlds)(Q) = O for Q on γ0.

Proof. Let γ be given by x(t), y(t) and Qo defined by the parameter
value £„. Let (£, η) be rectangular axes along the tangent and normal
at Qo In a suitable neighborhood of t09 £i<j£<&> defining an arc λQ

containing QQ9 γ admits a representation η=η(ξ). We may assume λQ

so small that no two tangents to it make with each other an angle
greater than 5°. There is a positive distance d between Γ — λQ and
the arc λ1 defined by the parameter range (ίx4-to)l2<jt<C(to ht2)l2. Take

and draw a square T of side δ with sides parallel to the (c, η) axes
and center at Qo. Let γΰ=γT, the projection of RT on γ by lines
parallel to N, and let γh be the arcs formed by displacing γ0 a distance
h parallel to itself into R along JV. For h<Jtι sufficiently small, γhczT.
The regular arc γ0 may be given a representation x=x(p)9 y=y{s),
0<s<L, in terms of arc length s, where L is the length of û Then
γh is given by

x=x(s)Jrhcos a, y=y(s)-\-hcQ& β,

where cosα, cos/5 are the direction cosines of the line N directed in-
ward into R. The neighborhood N(Q0) may be chosen as given by
these equations with 0<^s<CL. 0<Λ<Λi •

It is clear that

dφ dΦ dx , dψdy
...._ = —.•_— -{-. -_, —

3s dx ds dy ds

has continuous limits on γ0. Write
dΨ(P)=dΨ(x(8) + hco*a, y(s) + hcos β)=F(s, h).
ds ds
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If λ is any closed subarc of γ0, we have

l imi t s , Λ)=-^(Q)
/l->0

uniformly in s.
Along γh we have

rS F(s, h)ds

where P1 and Pλ are points on γh corresponding to points Qτ and Qz on
λ with parameter values sx and s2. As ^ approaches 0, the limits on
the integral remain fixed. Since ψ=0 on λ, we find, by letting h->0 ,

for arbitrary sx, s2. Thus (3^/3s)(Q) = 0 on Λ and hence on TO .

LEMMA 4. Le£ i2, r, Qo> N(Q0), N, n be defined as in Lemma 3. Let
v(x, y) and G(x, y) be of class c° on N(Q0) and of class c1 onN(Q0)[R-hQo].
Let v=G=0 on γQ, G > 0 in RN(Q0), (3G/3v)(Q0)=N=0. Then there
exists lim v(P)jG{P) for PeR.

i / 7* is of class ck+ι on N(Q0) and v, G are of class ck in N(Q0) and
of class ck+1 on N(Q0)[R±Q0], then v/G is of class ck on N{Q,){R + Q,\.

Proof. Denote differentiation along a line parallel to N by djdh. By
the mean value theorem one finds that (3G/3v)(Q0) i s the limiting value
of (dGldh)(P) as PeRN(Q0) approaches Qo along the normal at Qo, and
hence (3G/3v)(Q0) is the limiting value of (dGjdh)(P) as P approaches Qo

by any approach in RN(Q0). A similar statement is true for (dvjdv)(Q0).
Let Pn be any sequence of points in RN(Q0) converging to Qo and

let Qn be the points on γ0 associated, by projection along N, with Pn .
By the generalized mean value theorem,

= v(Pn)-v(Qn) _(
G(Pn) G{Pn) - G{Qn) (dGldh)(Pn)

where P'n is interior to the line segment PnQn .

Thus

lim VVJL=
^% G(Pn)
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It is clear from the construction of N(QQ) that the equations

x=X(s, h)=x(s) + hcosa , y=Y(&9 h)=y(s) + hcos β

yield a one to one transformation of N(QQ) into iV*(Q0): 0<Lh<ihi,
0<><X and γQ into γo*: Λ=0, 0<s<X and Qo into Qo*: k=0, s=s0. In
fact, in view of the restriction on the slope of the tangent to γQ, the
Jacobian of the transformation is

J=x'(s) cos β — y'(s) cos a^=0 .

If x(8), y(s) are of class ck+1 on 0<s<X then so are X(s, h), Y(s, h) in
N*(QQ)-γQ*. Any partial derivative of Z(s, A), F(s, h) of order r <
A:-fl converges, as h->0, uniformly on any closed subinterval of TO* and
thus this derivative has a continuous limit on TO*. By the implicit
function theorems, the inverse functions s=S{x, y), h=H(x, y) are of
class ck+1 in JΪN(QQ). Moreover, the partial derivatives of S, H of
order r<Lk+l have continuous limits on γQf for the relationships

ax;3«+axaA a- + β 0 B α

ds dx dh dx dx dx

O + ^ ^ + COB^
ds dx dh dx dx dx

can be solved for dsjdx, dhldx, dsjdy, dh\dy and the resulting equations
indicate that these derivatives and their derivatives of order <k have
continuous limits on γ0.

Under this transformation v{x, y) becomes v*(s, h) and G(x, y)
becomes G*(s, h). It is sufficient to show v*/G* is of class cfc at Qo*
since any partial derivative of order r<k of v(x, y)/G(x9 y) is a poly-
nomial in the derivatives of Ί>*/G* and in the derivatives of s and h
with respect to x and y of order < r .

By the hypothesis and comments above, v*(s, Λ) and G*(β, h) are
of class c* on N*{Q) and of class ck+ι on (iV*(Qo)-ro*)-l-Qo"c. In view
of the continuity of dG/dh at Qo. there is a neighborhood of Qo where
(3G/3Λ)(P)>δ>0, It is no loss of generality to assume (3G/3A)>ό>0
in iV(Qo) and we shall do so. By Lemma 3, dv/ds and 3G/3s vanish on
TV By repeated application of Lemma 3, drvjcsr and 3rG/3sr (0<r<k)
vanish on γ0.

The proof is greatly facilitated by an auxiliary transformation.
Let £=s, £=G*(s, h) carrying Qo* into (Qfo**> ro* into ro^*, N*(QQ) into
iV**(Q0). For eachs, z is a monotone increasing function of h and the
inverse function h=H*(t, z) is a monotone increasing function of z for
each t. As above, we see that t>*(s, h)=v**(t, z) is of class c* on
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N**(Q0) and of class ck+1 on (AP*(Qo)-ro**H(Qo**). Moreover, it suf-
fices to prove that v**(ί, z)lz is of class cfc at Qo** For notational
simplicity, let w(t, z)=v**{t, z). Note that N**(Q0) is the set 0<
z<G(t, hλ), 0 < ί < L .

By induction, we verify

2dzΛz/ zr+1 V dz 21 dzz rldzrldzrJ

for 0<r<& when
For £ fixed, ιo(t, z) has a Taylor expansion of the form

r!

for 0<r^A:, where O^C<Cf(^ %t ζ> r)<Cz so that, when C=0,

Hence

( )

which has a limit as the point (£, «) approaches Qo**.
We have thus shown that the partial derivatives of w/z, with

respect to z alone, of order <k have limits at Qo**
We next show that the partial derivatives of wjz with respect to

t alone have limits at Qo** First note that the derivatives of w with
respect to t alone vanish at 2=0. For, w(t, z)=v*(s, h) so that

dv_dv*__ dw dw^dZ _ dW dw dG
ds ds dt dz ds dt dz ds

and, as we have seen, dvjds and dGjds vanish at z=Q. Thus
at z=Q. Similarly, successive differentiation shows drwldtr=0 on
0 < r < k .

We apply Taylor's theorem to obtain

3r (w\ 1 Vw(t,_z) = 1 ί 3 Γ3r^(^_i)Ί) 3 S ^ T ^ J )

3ΓV2/ «' Dίr ^ I dzL ~dtr J) 32 3f
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and conclude that {drjdtr){wjz) has a limit at Qo** for 0<><fc ,
Finally, any mixed derivative may be written as

dn+m

oZ otn

and this may be written as - \ - w \
dz11 I zdtm )dzn I zdtm

where dmw/dtm vanishes on TO** and is of class ck~m on N**(Q0) and of
class ck~m+1 on (N**(Q0)-ro**) + Qo**- B y the first results for deriva-
tives with respect to z, the mixed derivatives have the desired
property.

THEOREM 1. Let R be abounded region tvhose boundary Γ consists of
a finite number of non-intersecting simply closed regular arcs of class
ck, (k>2). Let G(x, y) be a function of class ck on R+Γ, vanishing on
Γ', positive in R, with 3G/3i/><Γ>0 on Γ.

Let H be the Hilbert space formed by completing the linear vector
space V of variations—functions of class ck on R and vanishing on Γ—,
ttsing the functional

for ξeV as the square of the norm, where α, 6, c are bounded and in-
tegrable, ά^>0, δ>0, α>0 in R+Γ.

Then the set of functions GT, where τ is a polynomial in x and y,
is dense in H. The set {/J obtained by orthonormalizing the set {Gxιy5}
is complete in H.

If ΰ{%i y) is a function of class ck on R and Ψ is the set of func-
tions φ of class ck on R, assuming the values of g(x, y) on Γ', and if
for any φeΨ we define bi = D[φ — g, / J , then

where lim#(n) = 0, θ depending on Φ~-g.
n-*co

In particular, iff is integrable,

and there exists an admissible function φ{) which minimizes I[φ] for
φe ψj and we define
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a; = —

then

where lim #(72) = 0 .

Proof. If i; is a variation, we show there is a sequence Q, of poly-
nomials such that

^

In view of Lemma 4, v/G is of class cfc-1 on R and it is thus pos-
sible to extend the definition of vjG over the entire plane so that it
is of class ck~ι over the entire plane. Let ίl(d) be the uniform modu-
lus of continuity of the (k— l)st partial derivatives of vjG over a
rectangle with sides parallel to the axes containing R in its interior.

By Lemma 2, with 8=2, j=l, m1=m2=j there is a sequence Q, of
polynomials of degiee 2j in x and y such that, for (x, y) in Έ,

Hence

a n d

and (T - Thus lim Ό[vA similar result is true for {v —
-GQj] = 0 for /c>ί2.

It has thus been proved that the linear manifold formed by {Gxιyj}
is dense in V and thus in H. By the previous discussion the set {/*}
is complete in H.

Now let v in the above be the particular variation φ — g and let
[N] represent the largest integer <N. For fixed n, let i=[(τ/ n /2)-l]
and τn(x9 y) = Qj(x, y). Thus there is a sequence τn of degree at most

n - 2]
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such that

n

Now Σbifi^Gμn where μn is a polynomial of degree greater than

]/2n — 2, and it is known that

iΣ

is a minimum when Ci = (ψ — g, /*)=&*. Thus

-0-Σ&i/ι"l= θ( y2ή , limfl-0.
n

In particular, if ^Ό minimizes I[φ], then we have seen that

-Dig, /t] .

Thus, in this case, the Fourier coefficients depend only on known
quantities.

COROLLARY bH=θ(J ?Sn))

Proof. Vn

§ 3 Expansion Theorems. We use the notations in Theorem 1 and
seek conditions which insure that convergence in H yields uniform
convergence in R.

THEOREM 2. Let R be a bounded region with boundary Γ. Let ψ> Ψn be
continuous on R, absolutely continuous on each line in R and all taking
on the same values on Γ. Let Z?[0]<C°°> D[(pn]<Coo. If lim D[ψ — ψn]
= 0, then a necessary and sufficient condition that lim Φn=Ψ uniformly

n-*°o

on R is that φn be equicontinuous on R. If lim D[ψn — ψm]=0 then a

necessary and sufficient condition that lim ψn exists uniformly on R is

that ψn be equicontinuous on R.

Proof The necessity is clear since a sequence of continuous functions
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which converge uniformly are equicontinuous.
Let u(x, y) be a function with the continuity properties of ψ(x, y)

and vanishing on Γ. Let Po be a point interior to R. Place polar
coordinates at Po. If a ray from Po meets the circle Sp of radius p<Ld,
d being the diameter of R, with Po as center, before it meets Γ, label
Px the first intersection point with Sp and Q the first intersection
with Γ. Otherwise both Px and Q will refer to the first intersection
point of the ray and Γ.

= (TΓ l y r * Λ <PΊog dΓ r

<log d [ [ (ill + %;)dα d2/<« log d D[u\
p JJ p

where α = l/min(α, 6), since

3r

Apply this result to the functions un=ψ — ψn (or to unm=ψn — ψm)
which are equicontinuous on R+Γ and thus have a uniform modulus
of continuity ω(δ), which approaches 0 with 3.

Since Pλ is on or interior to the circle of radius p, we have
\ιιn{Pι)-Un{Pϋ)\<,ω{p), whence |M^)I^Mft) l-*>(?) and

Thus

Wft)l^/--Z)[%n] log d-r 2ττ p

which is true even if Po is on Γ.
Now, for ε>0, choose p=pi so small that ω(pλ)<^εl2 and then choose

JV so large that

2- p1 4

for n>ΛΓ. Hence

e > 0 O ^ N(ε) 3 n>N-> \ψ(PQ)-

LEMMA 5. Let R be a bounded region with boundary Γ and diameter d.
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Let ιι(x, y) he continuous on R-hΓ, absolutely continuous on each line in
R-\-l\ and vanish on Γ\ and let 0<7)[?.£]<^. Let nr = l/min(α, b). Let
PoeR-{-Γ. If there exists <Γ>0, iΓ>0 and

\u(P)-u(Po)\^K\\P-P4*

for all points P such that the ray PQP is in R + Γ, then

lΰhere Δ is any number >0, and

(logx if af>l

Proof. If Po is interior to R, and p<,d, then as in Theorem 2

Γ
Uo

where PL is a point which is the first intersection of a ray from P{)

with either Γ or the circle of radius p<Ld about Po as center.
Since Pλ is on or interior to the circle of radius p, we have

2π[u(P»)-Kp8]<V2πa log dip D\u],

z}Miog d

2π p

which holds even if Po is on Γ.
Let zί>0. If

choose

P==\ K

to obtain

Otherwise,
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and we may replace K to obtain

Choose f>=d to obtain \u(P0)\<J D[tι\.

COROLLARY 1. A sufficient condition that a sequence uni absolutely con-
tinuous on each line in R, vanishing on Γ, continuous on R, and having
lim jD[wn]=0, converge to 0 at Po is that 3<5>0 and a sequence Kn, with
n-*oo

lim D[un] log Kn = 0 such that

\un(p)-un(P0)\^KJP-PQf

for all P with ray P0P in R. If d, Kn are independent of Po, the con-
vergence is uniform. In any case,

K(Po)\<J a D M log-
γ 2nd2nd

for any 4w

LEMMA 6. Let R be a bounded domain with boundary Γ. Let
PoeR and suppose there is a circle of radius e lying in R and contain-
ing Po. Place polar coordinates (r, θ) at Po. Let u(x, y) be of class cι

in R and suppose that there exist X^>0, σ>0 such that

\ur(P)-ur(P0)\<σ\\P-P0\f

for all points P such that the ray P0P is in R.
Then

( ^xλ/cλ+i) (5λ+3)/(λ+i

") 2

Proof. \ur(P0)\<\ur(P)\±σrλ

Integrating over a circle Sp of radius p<ε which contains Po,
Se, we obtain

\ur(PQψrdrdθ<2\[ ur(P)*rdrdθ + 2[[ a'zrzλr dr dθ .

We may assume that the polar axis lies in the direction of pu(P0).
Hence ur(P0) = \^u(PQ)\cosθ and

(( \FU(P0)\*(COSZ θ)r dr dθ<2a D[u\ -4- 2at
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We will show that the minimum value of 11 {cos1 θ)rdr dθ is

o(r θ)

Suppose first that the pole O is interior to Sp. Let r(0) be the equa-
tion of the circle relative to the pole 0. Let Q be the point (r(0), 0)
and Qf the point (r(0 + 7r), 04-π). Q and
Q' are thus the intersections of a ray
through 0 with the circle. Let 0' be the
center of the circle and suppose the co-
ordinates of 0' relative to 0 are (c, φ).
Then the angle between OQ and 00' is
φ — θ. Drop a perpendicular from 0' to
QOQ' hitting the latter at T, the length
of OT being |ecos(φ-0)|. Thus one of
the lengths ||0Q||, || 0Qf \\ is ra-h|c cos(φ-0)| and the other is ra-
le cos (φ-0)1 where 2m is the length of QQ', and the product \0Q'\
|| OQ ||=m2 —c2cos2(φ —0). Also, if 00 ' meets the circle in points A,

A! it is easily seen that \0A'\ | |CL4|H|0Q|| || OQ' || so that (JO + C)(JO-C)

=m2—c2cos2(φ-0) and m*=pz — 6ι-V6ι cos2(φ — 0). Hence

- 2m2 + 2c2 cos2(φ - 0) = 2pz - 2c2 4- 4c2 cos2(φ - 0).

We note that

if (cos2 β)r dr dθ=X ΓV(0)cos2 0 dθ = - ί p (|| OQ ||2-ί-|i OQ' ||2)eos2 0 d0
JJtfp 2 Jo 2 Jo

= X [* \2pι - 2& -f 4c2 cos2(φ - 0)] cos2 0 dθ .
2 Jo

Moreover this formula holds even if O is a point on the circumference
for in this case

\ I (cos2 0) r dr dθ=1/21V+V(0)cos2 0 d0

where r is the angle between the polar axis and the tangent to the
circle at O in that direction which has the area to the left of the
tangent line. Here rλ=[2pcos{φ — θ)J and since the square of the
cosine has period π, the integral reduces to

1 f*
\ Ap1 cos2(φ - 0)cos2 0 dθ .

2 Jo
Thus, in any case,
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(( (cos2 β)r dr dθ = XT \2p2 - 2& + 4c2 cos2(φ - θ)] cos2 θ dθ
JJ-Sfp 2 JO

= —πp2 - •- 7Γ c2 4- ^ [1 + 2 cos2 φ] .
2 2 4

For fixed c, the minimum is obtained when φ= π , and is π^ — πc2

2 2 4
The absolute minimum is obtained when c=f> and is ;ηo2/4.

It follows from this result, that

^

πpλ

Consider the function y=A!p2+-BfSλ where A=8aD\u]lπ, S = 2 2 λ + V
The minimum value is

/ A ' \ Λ/fλ + 1

λ + 1 ^ ( )
)

( ) (λ

obtained when

/ A γ/(2λ+2^ / a D[u]
Λ "Vj8i7 ^Λ/^ 2 2 2 λ

If

/ aD\u\ Xκ'lλ+2:> <r^
\

choose

and have

However, if

we have
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and integrating over Ss, as in the beginning of this proof, we find
that

dr dβ <2\ \ ur(P)*r dr dθ-f 2 - ™ - ^ - (2e)a\τe2,

K ( ι + ^
πε2 λπε2 V λ J πε2

Thus, in any case,

\ϊ7iι(PQW<(σ*D[ιqψ^( a V/Cλ+1 Vλ+3>/cλ+i^(λ+1) + 8 a D[

\λπ/ πε1

LEMMA 7. Let R be a bounded region with boundary Γ and diameter
d and let R have the property that there exists an ε^>0 such that every
point of R+Γ is within some circle of radius ε lying in R + Γ.

Let u(x, y) = Gτ + H where τ is a polynomial of degree m, G and H
are of class cι on R+Γ and vanish on Γ9 G > 0 in R> |/7(?|><Γ>0 on Γ.
Let \G\<GU \H\<Hly I F G | < G 2 , \vH\<Rz for constants Glf Gif Hlf H2.

Suppose also that

\GX(P)-GX(PQ)\<GQ\\P~PQ\\, \Gv(P)-Gy(PQ)\<&Q\\P-PQ\\,

\Hx(P)~-Hx(Pϋ)\<HQ || P~Pύ ||, \Hy(P) -Hy(P0)\<H01| P-PQ || for constants
Go, Ho, whenever P, Po are points in R such that the line P0P is in R.
Let A be an upper bound for D{u\ and D\u\ log m.

Then there exists a constant B, depending only on a, A, Go, Glf G2, Ho,
Hlt Hi, d, ε, d, G but not on m or τ, such that for PoeR.

Dlu] log+ - ™—
Δ D[u\

for any Δ^>0. (m to be replaced by 1 if it is 0).
Proof, We may assume D[u£>0 for otherwise w = 0 in R.
Let L=max|rj. By a theorem of Kellogg [3], \yτ(P)\<Lm2le for

P e R.
If P and Po are on a straight line in R, then

I p-pa \, \G(P)-G(PO)\<G1 \\ P-P0 \\,

\u(P) -u(Pa)\<\G(P)r(P) - G(P)r(P0)\ + \G(P)τ(P0) - G{Pa)τ(P0) + \H(P) - H(P0)\
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+ # , ) I P - Pa | ί = K 1 P - Pu || .

By Lemma 5, with J=D[u]'φ,

(2) \u(P0)\<L/°LDlu] log* JZ + VD&\ •

Also, τx, τυ are polynomials of degree m and absolute value less
than or equal to Lm2/e, so that |f7rJ<;(Lm2/ε)(m2/e,) and

-<" II P—P lί
- ^ — ~ I! * * o II

Thus

Then

\Fu(P)-Fu(PB)\

<\G{P)Vτ{P)-G{Pv)Vτ{P0)\ + \T(P)FG(P)-T(P0)FG(P0)\ + \FH(P) - FH(Pβ)\

^\G(P)Fr(P)-G(P)Fτ(P0)\ +! G(P)Fτ(P0)-G(P0)/7r(P0)|

! τ{P)FG(Pΰ)-r{P0)FG{P«)\

-Hx(PB)\ + \Hy(P)-Hv(Pll)\

ΰ) | |P-P B \\=a | |P-P o | | .
/ε e

Whence Lemma 6 yields

( 3) I Fu(P0)\^J{a*D[uWi-«) S2 + 1

By use of inequalities (2) and (3) we now find a bound for L.
Either L < 1 or else there exist constants cu c2 such that

cλLm2, σ<Cc2Lm4: where the factor m is to be omitted if it is zero, and
cl9 c2 depend only on e, Gu G2f H2J Hc, GQ.

Assume L > 1 . Since |pG|=^0 on Γ, there exists a continuous
curve (or curves) γ dividing ~R into two closed sets Rλ and R%9 such
that R1R2=γ, Rι being a boundary set where | yG \ > ^/2>0, and R2 the
set separated from Γ by γ . There is a constant c3 such that G(P)
^ 3 > 0 for P e ^ .

Suppose first that |rj assumes its maximum L at a point PoeRz.
Then, by (2),

°ίD[u] log+
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or,

Since D[u] log m and D[u] are bounded by A, equation (4) implies
the existence of a constant c4 depending on c3, cu d, A, a, Hλ such
that L < c 4 .

On the other hand, if | τ | assumes its maximum L at a point P o e
Rl9 write

Gψτ 4- r τ —

τz\pG\<

L W

2π V D[u]

Therefore,

(5) L<\

This inequality, which is of the form

L<Kλ 4- Kzm
2 4- JSΓ3mVlog L

shows that

l/L < - ^
VL

~ ^ 4-

L

since L^>1, whence Z/<cδm
4 for some constant c5.

Thus, in any case, there is a constant c6 such that L<Cc67n\ where
the factor m is to be omitted if it is zero. From this one can con-
clude that K<CcLc6?n6. However, we may obtain a better estimate by
noticing that K merely serves as a number such that \u(P) — u(P0)\
<K\\P—Po|| whenever P and Po are on a straight line in R. Hence
K may be replaced by sup | ψu \.

The inequality and formula (3) yield

32+
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since D[u]<LA. Thus we may replace K by cΊD[u]ιlimί and substitute
in Lemma 5 to obtain

Let J=dc7JίD[&Ί l3/' and B=dcγ to obtain the conclusion.

LEMMA 8. Let R, G, have the properties in Lemma 7 and let u==
Gτ where τ is a polynomial of degree m.

Then D[u]>cu\u(PQ)\2jlog m where c1 2>0 is a constant depending only
on Go, Gu G2, dy ε, a, δ, G. The factor log m is to be omitted if m = 0
or 1.

Proof. Whether L<\ or not, the formulas for K, n show that
K<CciLm\ (KCβzLm^. Moreover, either formula (4) or (5) holds, with
#1===0, J ϊ a =0. If (4) holds, we have

1 Γ / a dciLm. -,

Let W=LIΛ/D\U\ The above inequality is then of the form w<L
iΓil/log wm? + Kz whence L/i/5[w]<c8 log m for some constant c8, depend-
ing on α, c3, d, d. Here the factor logm is to be omitted if m = 0 or
1. On the other hand, if (5) holds, we have

+ (i/ -- log* ddnf-v—r: +1
e \y 2π VD\u\

from which we conclude L\\/Ό\u\<c^Yϊύ logm (m and logm to be omit-
ted if m==0 or 1).

Thus, in any case, there is a constant c10 such that L\\/Diιϊ\<
c]0m

5 . Therefore

K ^ cjjm?
vD[u] vD[u]

Substituting in equation (2), we have

\u(P,)\<J^D{u\ log

m to be omitted if it is 0 or 1.
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THEOREM 3. Let R be a bounded region whose boundary Γ consists
of a finite number of simply closed regular arcs of class ck, fe>3. Let
G(x, y) be a function of class ck on R + Γ, vanishing on Γ, positive in
R, with 3G73J/><5>0 on Γ. Let f h be the set obtained by orthonormaliz-
ing the set {Gxιyj} using the functional

= [[ (aξ2

x + bξ\4-c?)dx dy

as the square of the norm, where a, b, c are bounded and integrablef

α > 0 , 6>0, α>0 on R+Γ. Let g{x, y) be any function of class ck on
R+Γ. Let ψ(x, y) be any function of class ck on R + Γ assuming the
values of g(x, y) on Γ. Define bι=D[ψ — g, / J .

Then

Ψ~g-Σbifι=ouvnn) l o g

n

where

with l im^(^)=0, θ depending on ψ — g, and where N is any fixed constant

Moreover, if k>10, then

Finally, if S is any closed domain in R, k>7, then for points P in S,

Proof. Let un = ψ—g— Σδ/Λ . Then un is of the form Gτn-\-H

where the degree mn of τn is less than V2n — 2 and greater than V2n

- 2 . By Theorem 1, D[Un\^θ(n)ln*-2, k>S, where lim^(72) = 0 so that

D[un~\ log mn<A for some constant A independent of n. By Lemma 7,

\un(P0)\</2a D[un] log+ ---^-

for any J w > 0 .

/ 2 - ΰ W log+ ]
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There is a constant E, depending on N, such that ϊln<CEI(logn)ΛTe ,
rQtZ. Then

Dίun]<θ^<k

n e
if

The function a; log (V2n\Δx) is monotone increasing for 0<x<V2nleΔ so
that we may replace D\un~\ by θ(n)jnk-2 to obtain

In the proof of Lemma 7, we saw that L<jβQm^ and J < C 2 L M 4 <

c2c6m
8. Hence by equation (3) of Lemma 7,

Since mn<j/2n, we obtain the statement of the theorem regarding

uniform convergence in R of \pun\ for k>.lθ.
Next, let S be any closed domain in R. We may suppose the

boundary Γ' of S is sufficiently smooth so that a circle of radius e
may be rolled around Γr while lying in S. Let Lw '=sup|rn | and P?°

s

be the point in S where Ln

r = \τn{P^n\ As in the proof of Lemma 7,

32+ 1 6 α D ^ for P.e
7Γ /

where

Using Gτn as the function u of Lemma 8 defined overhand remember-

ing that Gτn= - Σ δi/i > we obtain
ί l
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\G(PnL'n\<ij/D [ Σ δ«/i] log ninjcπ .

In S, |G(P) |>c 1 3 >0. Also

D Γ Σ δi/iV Σ δ?^ Σ«=W-flΊ

Therefore Ln<cXi\/\ogn , 5n<c l 5wVlog w , and

32 -f —-

THEOREM 4. Lβί i?, Γ, (?, / £ δe defined as in Theorem S. Then

there is a constant c17 such that whenever PoeR, then

The theorem is true if Po is a point where f19•••,/„ all vanish, in
particular on Γ. Let PQ be a point in i? where not all fκ, K=l, ,
w vanish. Consider the problem of minimizing D[u\, where u is of the

n

form ιι= ^cκfKj under the condition U(PQ)=-T^F0. NOW
J Γ - 1

so that we must minimize ^]c2

K under the condition ^cκfκ(P0)==T.

By Lagrange multipliers we find a necessary condition for a minimum
to be

K K

and the function u= Σcκfκ satisfies

n

This is actually a minimum value, for, if ιι= Y,cκfκ, then
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SO

rp j, n

Now u is of the form G τn where τn has the degree of /„ and this

degree is less than V2n — 2

By Lemma 8, we have D[U]^c12T
2llog i/2n — 2

Hence

4* An Associated Problem* As in the previous sections, let R be a
bounded region whose boundary Γ consists of a finite number of simply
closed regular arcs of class cfc, k>3 G(x, y) be a function of class ck

on R-\-Γ, vanishing on Γ, positive in R, with 3G/3v>£Γ>0 on Γ g(x, y)
be any function of class &'' on R + Γ a variation be a function of class
ck on R+Γ vanishing on Γ.

Let

(αf* -f bξl -b cξ*)pdx dy ,

where α>0, 6>0, c^>0 on RΛ-Γ; α, δ, and c are bounded and integr-

able on R; p is a real number greater than or equal to 1.
Assuming the existence of a function ψ0, yielding minimum value

to Dp[ψ] in the set of admissible functions of class cλ' on RΛ-Γ, which
take the value of g on /\ can we obtain ψ0 by the Rayleigh Ritz
method ? This question is answered in the affirmative and an estimate
is obtained for the rate of convergence.

Let \\ξ\\ = (Dp[ξ]y!*p, for fin the set of functions of class ck on R + Γ.
This functional has the properties | | £ | | > 0 , \\aξ\\=\a\ \\ξ|| for real α,

U+y\\<U\\+\\v\\.
The functional | |£| | is a true norm in the linear space V of varia-

tions. Let H be the Banach space formed by completing V with respect
to this norm. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the set of
functions Gτ, where r is a polynomial in x and y, is dense in H.
Moreover, if ψ is admissible, there exists a sequence of polynomials
Qj of degree at most j such that
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where θ depends on ψ — g and lim#(j) = 0.

There exists inf Dp[^]>0 for admissible ψ. Let τά be a polynominal
of degree at most j which makes Dp[g + GτJ~\<LDp[g + GQJ~] for all poly-
nomials Qj of degree at most j .

That such a polynomial τ5 exists can be seen as follows. The class of
all functions GQj where Qj is a polynominal of degree at most j is also
the linear manifold determined by fi=GTu the orthonormal sequence
of Theorem 1, whose polynomial factor T.t is of degree at most j . As

stated in the introduction, \<i<ij('} )+ j4-l = <7 so that we may
σ

write GQj= Σcifi Now let Q] be any fixed Q3. We may restrict

ourselves to those Q5 such that Dplg + GQά<Dp[G + GQ'ά. For such
we have

Since D[ξ]<Dp[ξ]l!p\R\ιlq where (l/p) + (1/(7) = 1, | i2 |-area of R, we
find that

Thus the permissible C| lie in a bounded closed set S in ^-dimensional
space. Since

is a continuous function of c t in S, it attains its minimum in S.
Since Dp[gΛ-Gτ^\ is a decreasing function of j , we have

Km l| g + GΓJ |!< lim inf \\g + GQj \\ .

Let ψ be admissible and choose Q5 so that lim Dp[ψ-g—GQJ = 0. Then

l| ̂  + GQ, !|<l] ̂  14-1 ψ - g - GQj [| implies that lim inf || g 4- GQ̂  ||<|| ψ \ . It

follows that lim|^-f Gr̂  | |<| |^ | ! for every admissible ψ an<3 thus g + Gvj

is a minimizing sequence.
If e>0 in a set of positive measure in R, the functional ||£|| is a

true norm in the linear space (ck) of functions of class ck on R + Γ. If
c = 0, a.e. in R, this is still true provided we identify functions differ-
ing by a constant. In either case we will complete the space (ck) to
form a Banach space B.
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A set S in a normed linear space is uniformly convex if there
exists a continuous monotone increasing function g(ε), 0 < s < l , with
lim#(e)=0, such that whenever ξ, η are in S and ||fj|=j|iy||==l, ||(£4-7)/2||
S->oo

>l-ε , then \ξ-r}\\<g{e).
We shall show (ck) is uniformly convex. It is easily verified that

if a, β are > 0 , and p>l then

3αp -f βp<2\ a -f β\p 4- \a - β\p.

Apply the inequality to the integrand below, where we assume φ
and ψ are in (cfc)

r d x d y

\\\βψrψx + b.jφ.jψ,, + cφψ\pdx dy

i/i>

j. + bφ*+ c4?Va<fc+ bφf+ϊ P )"dx dy

Hence

and

for e < Ί , since the function y=[l — (l — xfp] — 2px vanishes at 0 and is
a decreasing function of x for 0 <

LEMMA 9. Let B be a Banach space, Y a set in B with the property
that if yu y% are in Y, then so is (2/i + 2/2)/2. Let the linear manifold
spanned by Y be a uniformly convex set in B. Let
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let yn be a sequence in Y with

Then there exists a unique x in B such that \x\\~p and we have

where g(ε) is the function in the definition of uniform convexity. If p==
infill| |=0, and lim||2/ro||=jθ, then there is a unique x in B such that
yer

\x\\=p, and we have \\x—yn\\=Pn—p

Proof. Let zn=ynjpn so that | |« n | |=l. Write

2 p \ 2 J 2 \ p n p ) 2 \ p m p ) '

y n ± y Λ __ lll/nll/1 _ 1 \\Vm\\( 1 1

2 II Ύ\p pj 2 \p p

Hence

2\p 2\p 2P

2p
for ^-ZLΞLt^Zf

2P

Thus there exists z=limzw in B. Let α?=io^=li

Then ||a?||=lim||2/Λ||=/o. Also \\zn-z\\<g((pn-p)l2p) implies
W-»oo

- p z n I I 4 - I I ^ - p n z n γ^j+pn-p -

To show a? is unique, suppose also 2/»eF, lim||^||=/o, x'eB, |a?'||=/o,
W->oβ

^'==lim^ . Then form the sequence {2/«}=2/i, ?/ί, y^ y'2, etc. of ele-

ments of T with lim^=jO. As above, 3 ^ " 6 J5 with x"=\imy'n =

Iiπi2/ή=lim2/n. The last part of the lemma is obvious, since only | |0 |=0.
To apply the lemma, let B be the completion of (cfc), Y the set of

admissible functions,

for admissible ψ. By the lemma, there is a unique x such that ||#||==
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p. Assuming that x=ψ0 is in Y, we can choose polynomials Qj of degree
at most j such that

Then

By the lemma,

a better result, 0{θ{j)lf-'ί)y is obtained in the case p ^

Since

where |J?| is the area of R and (l/p)-f (l/g)==l, we find

where lim0(.?)=O, when we take Uj=φ,Λ—g—Gτ5. A proof similar to

that of Theorem 3 can now be constructed for the following result.

THEOREM 5. Let R be a bounded region whose boundary Γ consists
of a finite number of simply closed regular arcs of class ck, k>3. Let
G(x, y) be a function of class ck onR-\-Γ, vanishing on Γ, positive inR, with

3G/3v>(5>0 on Γ. Let a, 6, c be bounded and integrable on R, and

α > 0 , 6>0, c > 0 on R. Let g{x, y) be any function of class ck on R + Γ.

Choose polynomials τ5 minimizing Dp[g 4- GQj] in the set of all polynomials

Qj of degree at most j . Then, if ψ0 yields minimum value to Dp[^] for

φ in the set of functions of class ck on R + Γ assuming the values of g on

Γ, we have

where N is any fixed positive constant, θ(j) depends on φo — g and

j
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// &>16p-h2, then
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